
Hexagon Card

You will need:

663660 - Sizzix™ Big Shot™ Switch Plus Starter Kit (White) (AU version)
Switch Starter Kit Dies and Embossing Folder
663007 - Sizzix™ Surfacez - Cardstock, 20 Assorted Colours, 80 Sheets
664895 - Sizzix™ Making Tool - Fold & Form Tool
664140 - Sizzix™ Making Tool - Curved Fine-Tip Tweezers
Adhesive Foam Tape or Pads
PVA Adhesive
Water spritzer/mister

How to make:

1. Take a piece of pink cardstock and fold in half. 

2. To create the mini base card, take the largest of the five hexagon dies 
from the starter kit and place it onto the folded card so that one side 
just overhangs the folded edge. 

3. Sandwich the die and card between your two cutting mats and place 
onto the platform. Insert the sandwich into the mouth of the machine 
which will draw it through automatically. 

4. Die-cut a smaller hexagon from pale pink card. 
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Hexagon Card

1. Gently apply a spritz of clean water to both sides of the die-cut 
hexagon. This will allow the fibres to stretch for a clean, crisp emboss. 

2. Place the die-cut hexagon into the heart embossing folder which 
comes with the Starter Kit and run through the Switch machine 
following the illustrations provided on the platform to make the 
correct sandwich. 

3. Mount the embossed hexagon onto the face of the mini card using 
foam pads to add a little dimension. 

4. Choose a selection of floral and foliage dies from the many supplied 
in the Starter Kit and match them to your chosen cardstock before 
running through the Switch machine. 

5. Once you have die-cut all the elements, use your Fold & Form tool to 
add dimension to the individual leaves, petals, and stamen. 

6. Assemble the individual flowers. 

7. Finally, attach the die-cut elements to the face of the base card and 
attach a stamped or printed sentiment of your choosing.
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